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It's your career. Why not manage yourself?Actors are frequently on the quest for representation.
You need a manager to help guide you through the process of becoming a working actor. Or do
you? Self-Management for Actors will help you take control of your career from the business
side of things. There is no secret method to succeeding in Hollywood. There is no password-
entry system to join the Working Actor Club. What does exist is a simple, self-management
concept that allows you to handle the business of your acting career without losing the ability to
be a creative artist. Balance is key, and the tips in Self-Management for Actors will put you well
on your way to having the best manager you deserve: yourself!Now in an expanded third edition,
including a new section on Advanced SMFA concepts and contributions from over 50 working
professionals, Self-Management for Actors is Hollywood Grad School—in book form!

About the AuthorBonnie Gillespie, originally from Atlanta, Georgia, holds a Master's degree in
Journalism from the University of Georgia. Her thesis, "Broadcasting in the Elementary School,"
is an ethnographic study of live television news broadcasts developed and produced entirely by
students. Bonnie has worked as Instructional Technology Coordinator for Athens Academy and
developed extensive staff enrichment courses in the integration of media and technology in
education. As graduate advisor to WUOG, 90.5fm, Bonnie was named College Radio Advisor of
the Year, 1997, by the National Association of College Broadcasters.Her pursuit of acting
brought her to Los Angeles, where Bonnie soon began working as a freelance writer for several
publications. Freelance clients have included Reel Noir, Back Stage West, the Sundance
Institute, Roxbury Publishing Company, Hey Anita, and several online publications including The
Actor's Bone, Actor Point, WildOgre.com, and EverythingElse.net, home of her column "It's Like
This..." the follow-up to her popular humor column "Don't Get Me Started."Bonnie has retired
from acting, preferring instead to write and teach about the craft of casting and the business of
acting. Her first book Casting Qs: A Collection of Casting Director Interviews is a top seller in Los
Angeles and has been selected as a textbook for collegiate acting programs nationwide. Bonnie
now works as a personal consultant to actors and is a frequent guest speaker at several acting
studios and regular free events in Los Angeles. She is also co-founder of the Flickering Image
Short Film Festival.Recently, Bonnie has put her expertise from interviewing over 200 casting
directors to the test, having cast the feature A Dull House as well as having worked as casting
coordinator for the Fox series Mr. Personality, Paradise Hotel, The Brady Bunch, and Project X.
She has provided casting consultant services on several independent projects and is creator
and co-host of Hollywood Happy Hour; news, schmooze, reviews, and interviews. Bonnie lives in
the Hollywood Hills with her fiancé and two cats.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.ReviewRequired reading for actors! One of the most clearly detailed, specific



example-filled, how-to-do-it-right books available! -- Lawrence Parke, Acting World Books,
September 2003What a priceless asset for actors to see what really goes on! Gillespie provides
invaluable information for the actor. -- K Callan, Sweden Press, September 2003 --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the PublisherIt's your career. Why
not manage yourself? --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.There is nothing magic or even a
little mystical about the business side of the business (or even about the craft, if you look at the
academic science of it). There is, however, a cloak of protection around some industry
information. As one casting director once told me, "This is NOT classified information! Most of it
is common sense and the rest of it is all available through research." Sure. But as an artist, you
are trying very hard to balance the muse that helps you create, the inspiration that keeps you
going, and the organizational skills that allow you to navigate it all. Oh yes, and you're trying not
to take it all personally, when you don't get cast! Forget about keeping all those proverbial balls
in the air at once. Reward yourself for each success you have in the complex life that is the
actor's. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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are by Bonnie Gillespie.Contributed essays and photographs are used with permission of the
copyright holders.Cover design by Shelley Delayne.LCCN 200834962Cricket Feet Publishing
titles may be purchased in bulk at special discounts for promotional or educational purposes.
Inquiries regarding sales and distribution, textbook adoption, foreign language translation,
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Publishing is a registered trademark.What Others Are Saying about Self-Management for
Actors"This book is amazing! What Bonnie has put together with Self-Management for Actors is
a blueprint from which to build your business plan and grow toward reaching your career goals
as an actor."—Mitchell Fink, actor/producer"At last! Someone who tells it like it really is. Bonnie
has a handle on this mysterious process of being an actor. Note I don't say acting as an actor.
Bonnie's book is the best at demystifying of this wacky industry and a must for every actor,
beginning as well as advanced. Brilliant!"—Joel Colman, director/coach"What a fantastic
resource for actors! Bonnie offers so much valuable information and advice."—Katy Wallin,
CSA"Bonnie Gillespie's wonderful book should be required reading for all actors! Every word,
every sentence, and every idea so clearly presented to help actors take charge of and manage
their own careers. It's pure gold! Bonnie's eminently qualified, pure-gold advice should be
treasured and followed."—Lawrence Parke, Acting World Books"Bonnie infuses her book with
detailed, straightforward, and accurate information in a lighthearted, easy-to-take-to-heart
way."—Elisa Goodman, CSA"This book is a priceless addition to my library."—R. Collins, stage
parent"Preparation and information equal success. This book is the key. Bonnie clarifies and
demystifies the casting process. Learn to use your own uniqueness with this helpful guide."—
Michelle Morris Gertz, CSA"This is the best book out there teaching you step-by-step the ins
and outs of selling yourself as an actor. Self-Management for Actors literally changed my
approach to my acting career."—Amy Crofoot, actor"If you seriously want to learn the inside
professional workings, you couldn't ask for better guidance. Self-Management for Actors is an
absolute requisite in your arsenal of performer tools."—Bill Tarling, actor/author"With the help of
Self-Management for Actors, I've completely acclimated into this new world. I continue to use
Self-Management for Actors like my bible."—Blaise Lipman, actor"The author's common sense
and good humor make reading this book like having a long chat with an experienced friend in the
business. Whether you're just starting out or a seasoned veteran, you will surely find both useful
advice and amusingly identifiable anecdotes to keep you motivated and prepared for that next



audition. Bonnie Gillespie's smart and savvy expertise smiles through on every page."—Nelson
Aspen, producer/entertainment journalist"Very informative, packed with loads of useful
information. Where were you when I started out in the business a hundred years ago?"—Baadja-
Lyne Odums, actor/writer"Bonnie Gillespie's book is insightful, informative, and nurturing.
Casting is a difficult process for all involved; ultimately getting the best read or performance from
an actor is the goal for everyone. This book should be read by producers as well as actors to
make that process as productive and creative as possible."—Nancy Meyer, producer/television
development executive"Bonnie has a great writing style that is fun yet informative while being
motivational as well. Self-Management for Actors is a must-read for beginning and intermediate
actors. I suspect even very successful actors could learn a thing or two from it while getting a
good laugh from some of the horror stories!"—Robert Carroll, producer"Self-Management for
Actors is very welcoming and relaxed while being completely blunt. Awesome! A much-needed
book."—Melanie Mills, actor"The business of acting and auditioning can be very intimidating—
especially for actors who are just starting out. Bonnie gives the blow-by-blow on what to expect
and how to be as prepared as you can. Brilliant advice! Everyone should read this book."—
Sheila Conlin, casting director/producer"If you don't have Self-Management for Actors, go out
and get it! Bonnie has been holding my hand, figuratively, since I got to LA."—Tanika Brown
McKelvy, actor"Finally, someone—and it's no secret it's Bonnie Gillespie—has laid out in a clear,
concise manner a way for writers, producers, casting directors, and even your own mother to
see your work and hire you. Because remember, if we don't see you, you don't get hired. Not
even if your mother owns the studio."—Mark Troy, writer/director"Bonnie Gillespie is just about
the best thing that ever happened to actors."—Deborah Cresswell, actor"What a great resource
for actors! The advantages this book gives you are endless. Bonnie's advice and insight will
enable you to have the leading edge over many actors. This book is a must-read if you are ready
to turn acting into a career, yourself into a professional, and auditions into roles!"—Michelle
Metzner, CSA"If you want to truly succeed in show business, then by all means develop your
craft—but also be sure to read Bonnie's book, Self-Management for Actors, cover to cover.
Believe it or not, the business side of your career can become just as creative and fun as the
craft itself, thanks to Bonnie!"—Glorinda Marie, actor/coach"Bonnie Gillespie walks you through
the audition process like a dear friend who understands both the craft of acting and the business
of casting. She tells you everything you can expect to fully prepare for an audition. Her book is at
once instructive, funny, and insightful."—Kerry Shaw, actor/journalist"Self-Management for
Actors should be required reading for all beginning actors. It takes all the guesswork out of the
business and replaces it with solid, honest, valuable information. A blueprint masterpiece on the
total process!"—Donnice Wilson, Duck-Lit Productions"Bonnie has done her homework. Her
interest in demystifying the process for actors is to the advantage of every casting director from
Hollywood to Dublin. We can only hope that actors read this book. Thanks, Bonnie!"—Mark
Paladini, CSA, casting director/teacher"I'm in the midst of an overdue tool makeover and am
grateful to use Self-Management for Actors as an essential guide through the maze! I am



relishing this book."—Cerris Morgan-Moyer, actor"It is so crucial that actors realize they have to
take control of their careers. Each chapter covers the actions to take and examples of how to
take them. I love Bonnie's writing! She knows how to make a clear, concise point without
padding. Self-Management for Actors is really wonderful!"—Judy Kerr, actor/coach/
author"Between the specific items of advice and the anecdotes that prove their effectiveness, it
comes across more as a conversation than a mere how-to top-ten list. There's really something
for actors at every level. There are the very practical and extremely helpful tips for those just
starting out, through the insights best described as: 'I never heard it stated just that way before.
Now I understand!' to the countless realizations: 'I never thought of that. That's something I
should do immediately.' Self-Management for Actors is an indispensable handbook that should
be in every actor's possession."—Richard Riehle, actor"Self-Management for Actors is the
ultimate step-by-step guide to success in the industry! There is no reason to find yourself adrift
in the industry when you have expert guidance at your fingertips. Bonnie is well researched,
intuitive, and wise beyond her years. Believe her, prepare, and follow your dreams."—Lynn
Stallings, Atlanta Workshop Players"I discovered a masterpiece when I found Self-Management
for Actors. Jam-packed with updated information on this lifestyle and career. I called my acting
coach to let him know how amazing it was. A bible for actors!"—Blake Burdette, actor"Self-
Management for Actors is a practical, usable, insightful book that every aspiring actor and every
working actor should absorb in detail. This will be the best money you'll spend this year."—Bob
Souer, voiceover artist"It's simple. This is by far the most constructive, step-by-step, easy-to-
apply, and effective book I've read in regards to actually working as an actor. Bonnie has an
ingeniously funny yet professional way of phrasing her sagacious advice."—Jaime Perkins,
actor"I recommend Self-Management for Actors as a must-read for all my clients."—Kathy
Colorado, Kathy Colorado Talent"Bonnie is one of the most prolific and readable writers out
there. A must-have book, I give Self-Management for Actors my highest recommendation—
which is: Buy it. Few books are as well-written as this one, and even fewer cover this critical
information in the caring and concerned manner with which Bonnie approaches the job. Self-
Management for Actors is filled with specific action advice and thoughtful strategies. Every actor
who has a tenacious desire to succeed in our little biz needs this excellent book."—Bob Fraser,
author/producer/showrunner"When you arrive at LAX, you should have to read this book before
you leave the airport."—Jonathan Latroy, actor"Bonnie's advice is always honest, refreshing,
and supportive to the core. Empowering information!"—Brad Lemack, Lemack & Company"I
almost didn't want to tell anyone about this wonderful and thoughtful book. It's a great acting biz
bible. SAG should hand this book out when you join."—Shawn Michael, actor"I swear Bonnie
Gillespie is Emerson reincarnate. If you've never read Emerson's essays 'Self-Reliance' and 'The
Over-Soul,' you should. Then add to that this book of Bonnie's and you should soon find yourself
a formidable competitor in one of the most competitive businesses out there: professional acting.
The clarity with which Bonnie takes you through the process of auditioning is alone worth the
price of admission. You can't miss with Self-Management for Actors. It is page after page of



good, solid common sense insight with tons of quotes from casting directors, actors, and
industry professionals. It answers many 'I always wondered about that' questions."—Robert
Brody, Showfax"Bonnie Gillespie has the best hair in Hollywood!"—José Eber, celebrity
stylistTable of ContentsForeword by Bob ClendeninIntroductionAcknowledgmentsPart One:
MindsetChapter 1: What's Important?Chapter 2: What's My Type?Chapter 3:
ReinventionChapter 4: CommitmentChapter 5: The Costs of ActingChapter 6: Actor Mind
TaffyPart Two: PrepChapter 7: TrainingChapter 8: ResourcesChapter 9: The Shady StuffChapter
10: Premature MovesChapter 11: Union MembershipChapter 12: Prep for Young ActorsPart
Three: MaterialsChapter 13: Headshots and ResumésChapter 14: Demo ReelsChapter 15:
WebsitesChapter 16: MonologuesPart Four: PeopleChapter 17: Agents and ManagersChapter
18: Casting Office PersonnelChapter 19: PublicistsChapter 20: RelationshipsPart Five:
PracticeChapter 21: SubmissionsChapter 22: Drop-offsChapter 23: Getting AroundChapter 24:
AuditionsChapter 25: On the SetChapter 26: Self-PromotionChapter 27: Working the
RoomChapter 28: Survival JobsChapter 29: GratitudePart Six: NichesChapter 30:
SoapsChapter 31: CommercialsChapter 32: Reality TVChapter 33: HostingChapter 34: Student
Films and ShortsChapter 35: VoiceoverChapter 36: TheatreChapter 37: ShowcasesChapter 38:
CD WorkshopsPart Seven: Advanced SMFAChapter 39: Taking the Meeting

—Kerry Shaw, actor/journalist"Self-Management for Actors should be required reading for all
beginning actors. It takes all the guesswork out of the business and replaces it with solid,
honest, valuable information. A blueprint masterpiece on the total process!"—Donnice Wilson,
Duck-Lit Productions"Bonnie has done her homework. Her interest in demystifying the process
for actors is to the advantage of every casting director from Hollywood to Dublin. We can only
hope that actors read this book. Thanks, Bonnie!"—Mark Paladini, CSA, casting director/
teacher"I'm in the midst of an overdue tool makeover and am grateful to use Self-Management
for Actors as an essential guide through the maze! I am relishing this book."—Cerris Morgan-
Moyer, actor"It is so crucial that actors realize they have to take control of their careers. Each
chapter covers the actions to take and examples of how to take them. I love Bonnie's writing!
She knows how to make a clear, concise point without padding. Self-Management for Actors is
really wonderful!"—Judy Kerr, actor/coach/author"Between the specific items of advice and the
anecdotes that prove their effectiveness, it comes across more as a conversation than a mere
how-to top-ten list. There's really something for actors at every level. There are the very practical
and extremely helpful tips for those just starting out, through the insights best described as: 'I
never heard it stated just that way before. Now I understand!' to the countless realizations: 'I
never thought of that. That's something I should do immediately.' Self-Management for Actors is
an indispensable handbook that should be in every actor's possession."—Richard Riehle,
actor"Self-Management for Actors is the ultimate step-by-step guide to success in the industry!
There is no reason to find yourself adrift in the industry when you have expert guidance at your
fingertips. Bonnie is well researched, intuitive, and wise beyond her years. Believe her, prepare,



and follow your dreams."—Lynn Stallings, Atlanta Workshop Players"I discovered a masterpiece
when I found Self-Management for Actors. Jam-packed with updated information on this lifestyle
and career. I called my acting coach to let him know how amazing it was. A bible for actors!"—
Blake Burdette, actor"Self-Management for Actors is a practical, usable, insightful book that
every aspiring actor and every working actor should absorb in detail. This will be the best money
you'll spend this year."—Bob Souer, voiceover artist"It's simple. This is by far the most
constructive, step-by-step, easy-to-apply, and effective book I've read in regards to actually
working as an actor. Bonnie has an ingeniously funny yet professional way of phrasing her
sagacious advice."—Jaime Perkins, actor"I recommend Self-Management for Actors as a must-
read for all my clients."—Kathy Colorado, Kathy Colorado Talent"Bonnie is one of the most
prolific and readable writers out there. A must-have book, I give Self-Management for Actors my
highest recommendation—which is: Buy it. Few books are as well-written as this one, and even
fewer cover this critical information in the caring and concerned manner with which Bonnie
approaches the job. Self-Management for Actors is filled with specific action advice and
thoughtful strategies. Every actor who has a tenacious desire to succeed in our little biz needs
this excellent book."—Bob Fraser, author/producer/showrunner"When you arrive at LAX, you
should have to read this book before you leave the airport."—Jonathan Latroy, actor"Bonnie's
advice is always honest, refreshing, and supportive to the core. Empowering information!"—Brad
Lemack, Lemack & Company"I almost didn't want to tell anyone about this wonderful and
thoughtful book. It's a great acting biz bible. SAG should hand this book out when you join."—
Shawn Michael, actor"I swear Bonnie Gillespie is Emerson reincarnate. If you've never read
Emerson's essays 'Self-Reliance' and 'The Over-Soul,' you should. Then add to that this book of
Bonnie's and you should soon find yourself a formidable competitor in one of the most
competitive businesses out there: professional acting. The clarity with which Bonnie takes you
through the process of auditioning is alone worth the price of admission. You can't miss with Self-
Management for Actors. It is page after page of good, solid common sense insight with tons of
quotes from casting directors, actors, and industry professionals. It answers many 'I always
wondered about that' questions."—Robert Brody, Showfax"Bonnie Gillespie has the best hair in
Hollywood!"—José Eber, celebrity stylistTable of ContentsForeword by Bob
ClendeninIntroductionAcknowledgmentsPart One: MindsetChapter 1: What's Important?
Chapter 2: What's My Type?Chapter 3: ReinventionChapter 4: CommitmentChapter 5: The
Costs of ActingChapter 6: Actor Mind TaffyPart Two: PrepChapter 7: TrainingChapter 8:
ResourcesChapter 9: The Shady StuffChapter 10: Premature MovesChapter 11: Union
MembershipChapter 12: Prep for Young ActorsPart Three: MaterialsChapter 13: Headshots and
ResumésChapter 14: Demo ReelsChapter 15: WebsitesChapter 16: MonologuesPart Four:
PeopleChapter 17: Agents and ManagersChapter 18: Casting Office PersonnelChapter 19:
PublicistsChapter 20: RelationshipsPart Five: PracticeChapter 21: SubmissionsChapter 22:
Drop-offsChapter 23: Getting AroundChapter 24: AuditionsChapter 25: On the SetChapter 26:
Self-PromotionChapter 27: Working the RoomChapter 28: Survival JobsChapter 29:



GratitudePart Six: NichesChapter 30: SoapsChapter 31: CommercialsChapter 32: Reality
TVChapter 33: HostingChapter 34: Student Films and ShortsChapter 35: VoiceoverChapter 36:
TheatreChapter 37: ShowcasesChapter 38: CD WorkshopsPart Seven: Advanced
SMFAChapter 39: Taking the MeetingChapter 40: Transitions in RepresentationChapter 41:
Hedging Your Pilot Season BetsChapter 42: Negotiating a DealChapter 43: Working the Red
CarpetChapter 44: TrustChapter 45: MentoringChapter 46: When To QuitIn ClosingAbout the
AuthorForewordShortly after receiving my MFA in acting I came to the realization I was not
particularly interested in the gypsy life of a regional theatre actor—I needed roots. The four
people in the world that have ever heard me sing will tell you that Broadway wasn't the answer. I
had been told, however, that my "unique look" (a nice euphemism for being called weird-looking)
might be well-suited for film and television. Everything was settled. I moved to Los Angeles in
1992 with the intention of pursuing a career in film and television and perhaps doing some
supplemental theatre to prevent any "artistic stagnation."I had received excellent training at a
well-regarded institution. I had played clowns and villains, lunatics and straight men. I also
vaguely remember wearing rope sandals and some kind of tunic but that memory is foggy. I was
a good actor with a professional attitude and an interesting character face. How could Hollywood
resist? Well, they were about to show me.I'm embarrassed to admit it now, but I thought it would
be relatively easy. I was sure that reputable talent agents all over town would be clamoring for a
well-trained theatre actor, particularly one with no film credits and some tunic/sandal thingy on
his resumé. I was convinced that the doors to casting offices would swing open and scripts
would be handed to me from all angles. What I recognize now as absurd cockiness (or at least
naïveté) is in some ways attributable to the Ivory Tower mentality of so many BFA and MFA
programs.We are taught in school that it is all about craft. If you have the talent and work on your
voice and movement and rehearse your monologue enough times, then you will win the role.
There are 28-year-olds all over the country playing King Lear. And some are doing it very well.
What we don't realize at the time is that we are competing in a talent pool of 15 to 50 people.
Most of them within a ten-year age range. Audition slots are guaranteed; all you need to do is
pick a time and sign up. What I discovered after moving to Los Angeles is that I was competing
with 10,000 people just to meet the person who might sign me and subsequently try to get me
an audition. It was a whole new ballgame.I don't mean to disparage these programs at all. They
are invaluable and I applaud every actor that devotes his time and energy to the honing of his
craft. I do believe, however, that many programs are remiss in teaching the realities of the
business, particularly with regard to the world of film and television. When an actor leaves school
he is a manufacturer of a product (good acting). When he arrives in Los Angeles, he needs to
learn to sell the product. As with any industry, manufacturing and sales require very different skill
sets. I know many actors here who have a marvelous product but little ability to sell it.
Conversely, I know lots and lots (and lots) of actors who are terrific salesmen but their product
sorta stinks.When an actor arrives in Los Angeles, he is hopefully the manufacturer of a good
product, but many actors soon discover that there is a steep learning curve on the sales end. It



can be extremely frustrating to know that you have a good product and find that nobody will even
consider "buying" it. This frustration can lead to great bitterness and many good actors will "jump
ship" before their time. I personally spent four years in a muffin factory. Although I look superb in
a hairnet, I would have been quite content to cut those four years to one or two!This is where
Bonnie's book comes in. I believe it is geared towards actors that have some real training and a
strong sense of craft but need to know how to transition into the "sales" arena. This book will
teach every actor how to efficiently and effectively market himself as an actor, which can mean
shaving years off the learning curve and saying goodbye to that crummy temp job just a little bit
sooner.—Bob ClendeninSAG/AFTRA/AEAex-muffin employeeDedicated to the spirit and
memory of Eric Gelman, one of the finest actors and brightest lights this town ever
knew.IntroductionSo, you want to be an actor. Great! Welcome to one of the coolest, most
exciting, adventure-filled, scary, emotionally-fulfilling, and delightful careers out there. History is
filled with people who have chosen to be the storytellers of their generation, charged with
making sense of (or commenting on) the politics, social issues, and psychology of the world
around them. By choosing to inhabit other people for moments, hours, or weeks at a time, actors
are shining a light on all sorts of things we can't—or won't—put together on our own about the
mysteries of the human condition.Whether you're pursuing acting as a hobby in community
theatre somewhere or packing up and moving to Hollywood to become a full-fledged movie star,
there are some elements about being an actor that are universal. There are a few rules in this
business. Many will tell you there are no rules and that's true too, which is also one of the rules.
This is a confounding, confusing, crazymaking business and no two people will have the same
journey, ever. That's a guarantee.Many will say that you must have a manager in order to
succeed. Sure, a manager is a great asset to your career—at the right time. Sign too soon and
you could make mistakes from which recovery could be difficult. There is plenty of work to do
before signing with a manager or agent. That's where Self-Management for Actors comes
in.Casting directors and producers generally do not care at all where headshots and resumés
come from if you are the right actor for the role at the exact moment they need you. Commercial
casting directors and ad reps in particular are keen on finding new talent or looks that aren't
currently represented on TV.Where it becomes more difficult to get seen without representation
is for studio feature films and episodic TV shows. Casting directors on these assignments rely
heavily on relationships with agents and managers. We don't simply seek submissions of actors'
headshots and resumés from agents and managers; we seek well-thought-out
recommendations based on relationships cultivated over years of experience. Therefore, I do
recommend that Los Angeles actors find representation as soon as it's practical.Meanwhile,
marketing is a toughie for many actors. I take issue with much formal acting training because it
concentrates almost entirely on the craft and not much at all on the business of acting. Since
actors must navigate the waters of marketing in order to show the world their talent, I think a
major disservice has been done when actors complete their degrees in acting, but have not had
classes focused on the business of acting.For an overview of the business side of this industry,



spend some time doing research. You can visit your local library or even stand right in the aisles
of the acting/performing arts section of your local major bookstore. Use the vast resource that is
the online acting community to build up your knowledge base and your relationships. Attend
every free panel discussion, seminar, or class audit that you can find. Information shared at
these events—while more limited than what may exist in ongoing classes—is both valuable and
motivational.Take classes wherever you feel the most comfortable and the most challenged.
Work out parts of your craft you haven't explored yet and make sure that you always audit
classes before you plunk down registration fees. Auditing ensures that you connect with the
instructor and allows you to talk with current students to make sure the classes are a good fit to
your needs. Don't get in a rut with any one instructor or technique. Explore your options and have
fun!Why does this book focus on "the little things," if what I'd really prefer to see actors do is
enjoy the ride, take in the big picture, not get obsessed about minutia? Well, if every actor only
ever focused on his or her craft and never asked questions about color headshots vs. B&W or in-
room small talk vs. asking for feedback or clear envelopes vs. standard manila, I'd believe it's
okay to leave a lot of the "gory details" out about the business of show business. But because
actors tend to obsess about what the heck the casting director is writing on their resumés (or
about why they're looking at the top of the casting director's head during auditions), I do my best
to help demystify the parts of the process that most confound actors.Now for that big, ridiculous
question everyone asks, when consulting actors: Can you be happy doing anything other than
acting?I actually despise this question. It's so weird to me, when I read other experts saying, "If
you can be happy doing anything other than acting, do it." I get why they say it. They're trying to
keep you from experiencing all of the rejection and heartbreak that comes with a career in
acting. But honey, there's rejection and heartbreak in every life. To believe that choosing to
pursue a career in something other than your life's dream is to steer away from heartache is
ridiculous. It's flat-out ignorant about what life itself contains in its journey. Oh, and in case it
matters, I don't really believe rejection exists in this business. It's just the matter of a paradigm
shift, actually. Every time you are invited to submit a headshot, asked to audition, or requested
for a callback, you are being included, not rejected. Being rejected would mean hearing, "You're
not an actor! Go away!" and that's not what's happening when we cast someone else after you
made it all the way to final callbacks. That's not rejection at all.Anyway, my point is that you're not
going to spare yourself feelings of hurt by leaving your dreams behind. You'll always wonder
"what if" and that's a recipe for Bitter Human Syndrome.Want to try acting? Great. Everything
you need to do to succeed in this business starts with getting out of your own way. There is
nothing linear or fair about the way success is found in this industry, so to try and make statistics
or even logic apply—or worse, to believe you've earned or you deserve success—is to drive
yourself nuts (and to give your family ammunition with which to pester you about packing it in
and going home for good).
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Angelbaby Productions, “A must for your show business reference library. I'm not saying that this
should be the only book you read but it should certainly be one of them. If you are an actor,
serious about moving your career forward, this is a book you should read. It is a comprehensive
overview of what you can do, what YOU can do, to move your career in the direction you want. It
isn't magic, you still have to do the work, the research and have the discipline to walk the walk
but this is a great spotlight to have along the path. The chapters are broken down in succinct
segments so you can go back and reread as needed. The advice is culled from her many years
in the business, both her personal experiences as a CD and many years of interviewing and
talking with fellow entertainment professionals. A really great book for anyone going into show
business.”

Denise, “Bonnie makes it easy for YOU to manage your career.... There is more to the acting
business than just the acting. It's understanding and applying the "business" side of acting that
makes it possible for the actor to succeed. Bonnie Gillespie is right on target with her enjoyable
nuts and bolts wisdom in "Self-Management for Actors: Getting Down to (Show) Business." She
takes the guess work out of the process of managing your career as an actor with clear
guidance and a wonderful sense of humor. Precious time and money will be saved when
knowing how to market yourself by doing it right the first time. Owning this book is one of the
best investments any actor can make.*********Now, just two years later in 2006, as the
entertainment industry continues to move forward at lightening speed with technology and
endless resources at our fingertips, how lucky we are to have the 2nd edition of Bonnie's highly
successful book. Keeping up with the latest in information and resources about the "business"
of show business, while at the same time empowering actors of all ages and experience levels
with the gift of "I can do this," Bonnie tells it like it is and simplifies the mysteries of managing
your own career, while working in this crazy but amazing industry.Bonnie writes with love and
compassion, reaching out and connecting with actors of all levels. With each chapter, a new
door opens, building confidence and knowledge, while answering the endless questions of who,
what, why, when, where and how, in addition to the should I or shouldn't I's. It just doesn't get
any easier.The best part is, this book is not just for actors. It's for anyone who wants to take
control of their career in any aspect of the performing arts. It's also for anyone not directly
involved in the field, but with an interest in learning about just how much "work" goes into
becoming a working artist.As an actress and career consultant for young performers and their
families, this book is the first book I encourage as a must-have for anyone who is serious about a
career in the entertainment industry.*********As the industry moves forward in 2008, Bonnie
Gillespie has graced us once again with her 3rd edition of her most informative and resourceful
book.”



Brit Blonde, “Love it, love it, love it, so..... NINJA!!!. If you want to read a life changing book then
you have to read 'Self Management for Actors' as its ninja!!!! I heard about this amazing book
when I was in the U.K. It informs you about everything in the world of the acting business. It put
me in good stead for my move to LA as its so different from the U.K. It tells you everything you
need to know about 'type' and how to work out your type and run with it, marketing yourself as an
actual business, who are your targets, how to target, the ins and outs of the Unions, agents and
managers and soooo much more. Its so informative you wont want to put it down!Bonnie's book
is a wealth of knowledge for anyone serious about their acting career. She also does wonderful
informative weekly columns on Showfax which she has done for years. I am certainly a happy
buyer and glad to now have actually met this amazing woman!”

Art Lover, “A must read. It was the most refreshing read on showbiz I have ever read. In some
parts Bonnie walks the reader through step by step the different experiences you may face as an
actor. We all know that turning up for auditions on time is a given, but how often do we remind
our selves to add an extra 15 minutes just in case we have to sign in with security, even before
we get to the reception area? Or how to negotiate with producers and directors. If anything this
book has reminded me that "being an actor" is so much much more than going to auditions and
waiting by the phone. Bonnie challenges you to pull together all your available resources and
take an active, constant investment in your career.”

The book by Bonnie Gillespie has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 97 people have provided feedback.
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